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COTTON PLANTING
BY W.I. THOMAS, E.R. HOLEKAMP, AND K.R. FROST*

INTRODUCTION

As compared to the seeding of all crops in general, cotton plant-
ing seems to give the most uncertain results. Variation in soil
texture and moisture, early seasonal planting, and the shallow
seeding depth that is necessary, largely contribute to cotton
planting and germination difficulties.

Fields may vary from heavy clay to light sand, which compli-
cates the planting procedure, as each soil type should be planted
differently to obtain optimum germination conditions. Since cot-
ton is a long- season growing crop, the earliest planting possible
is desirable for maintaining high yields. Variable weather dur-
ing the planting period, with occasional sudden drops in tempera-
ture, tempered with high velocity winds of a drying nature, add
to the germinating period and influence the amount of available
soil moisture. Thus it is necessary to include the soil type, soil
moisture, method of planting, seasonal temperature, and seeding
depth as factors which may influence cotton planting results.

Co- operative field tests conducted under the Federal Research
and Marketing Act during the past three years represent a com-
prehensive study and a wide range of experience with cotton
planting conditions and operations. It is possible that certain re-
sults will prove valuable to those cotton growers who have soil
of an unusual character and must follow other than the general
recommended practices. Not only does a good stand provide an
opportunity for maximum crop yields, but it reduces the cost of
production per bale and aids weed control by shading the soil.
It is often stated that obtaining a satisfactory stand of cotton
plants is nine -tenths of raising a cotton crop.

In a recent bulletin published by the Texas Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, H. P. Smith and D. L. Jones state that the art
of placing seed in the soil to obtain a good germination and stands
without having to replant is the goal of all cotton growers, but
not obtained by many. We sincerely hope that by pointing out
a few definite methods of adjusting planters and operating them
in the field, considerable uncertainty can be eliminated in plant-
ing and satisfactory stands of cotton plants obtained by more
growers, especially in unusual growing seasons.

THE PREPLANTING IRRIGATION
The method of preparing the land for irrigation determines to

some degree the planting operations. Planter adjustments are
different for cotton planted flat than for cotton planted on the
bed or in the furrow. Ordinarily the land is furrowed for the
*Assistant Agronomist and Assistant Agricultural Engineers, respectively,
in the Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Arizona.
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preplanting irrigation with the same bed spacing as for cotton
planting, which eliminates the necessity of markers on the
planter and of harrowing down check borders. These beds en-
able the use of a uniform arrangement of cultivator shovels and
sweeps, providing efficient cropping procedures.

In silty or ccarse -sandy soils, beds are difficult to thoroughly
moisten without the application of excess irrigation water, espe-
cially where there is considerable slope. Under these conditions
level land should be bordered, confining the water to basins and
preventing excessive evaporation and deep percolation losses.
Land with a steep slope should be corrugated to hold the water
until uniform penetration is obtained. Land can usually be cov-
ered with less water by the border method than with the use
of furrows and beds. However, planting must be done between
borders to avoid the risk of seeding certain rows in dry soil on
the border after it is disked and leveled. If the land is prepared
flat without beds the tractor wheel may pack the soil where the
cotton row is later planted, having a detrimental effect upon the
crop under certain soil conditions.

Land can be prepared for irrigation to an advantage at times.by
furrowing or corrugating the field with ditches spaced 18 to 20
inches apart. It is noticeable that the furrows untouched by the
tractor wheel will absorb the water more rapidly than the others.
Proper regulation of the water flow with this fact in mind en-
ables more or less water to be applied as required. Corrugations
are objectionable on land with much side fall because of the ex-
cessive breaking over during the irrigating period. Under this
condition a combination of borders and corrugations constructed
crosswise with the slope is used to hold the water until proper
penetration is obtained.

Planting methods according to comparative yield tests do not
indicate significant differences in yields. Hence cotton may be
planted on a bed, between borders or on the flat, or in the fur-
row as the particular conditions may justify without materially
influencing the yield.

SOIL PREPARATION BEFORE PLANTING AND AFTER
IRRIGATION

A good mulch which provides a seed coverage free from ex-
cess air spaces, contributes much toward obtaining a stand of
cotton. Tillage operations should be reduced to a minimum in
order to save time and labor and to prevent drying and excess
packing of the soil. Proper timing of this operation will con-
tribute to weed control. It should be done two to three weeks
after irrigation of the heavier soils and a few days after irrigation
of the light- textured soils. It is advisable to wait as long as pos-
sible yet still have enough surface moisture to obtain a fine mulch.

A spike -tooth harrowing may be all the seedbed preparation
that is necessary for most soils. Many heavy soils must be disked,
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Plate I. -Heavy ground is generally disked before planting.

especially if grass is present, and spike -tooth harrowed to obtain
a good mulch and to secure penetration with the cotton planter
openers. Harrowing should be delayed sufficiently to insure
powdering of the small clods. The disk only is sometimes used
on loam soils but may be followed with a plank drag for smooth-
ing the surface and enabling the marker on the cotton planter
to leave an impression clearly visible to the operator.

Insufficient pump capacity may often require early irrigation
and time before planting sea-

son. The moisture stored in the soil will not dry out rapidly if
tilled shallow with a spike -tooth harrow instead of tilling deeply
with the disk which aids the drying process.

GERMINATION AND TREATMENT OF COTTONSEED

Egyptian cotton seed will germinate at lower temperatures
than Upland cotton seed enabling the grower to plant before the

Plate II. -A cultipacker device used to break up clods and firm the soil.
It can be used before and after planting.
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Plate III. - Harrowing with a spike -tooth harrow to hold land for planting
or to further prepare the seedbed. It may also be used after planting to
drag off ridged -over cotton or weed a thickly planted stand.

grout is warm enough for Upland planting. The range for low
temperature emergence of Egyptian cotton seed is 54 degrees to
59 degrees (average 55 degrees) whereas for Uplands the range is
59 to 68 degrees with an average of 65 degrees. Upland or short
staple will not germinate unless the soil temperature is 65 de-
grees or more. As the temperature increases..to about 90 degrees,
the rate of germination increases and at 80 degrees long sprouts
can bye obtained ill' four days with acid- delinted seed. Tempera-
tures `'`above 100 degrees are detrimental to good germination.

Treatment with a poison dust prevents the formation of mold
on cottonseed during germination tests and its application is a
recommended field 'practice. Caftan M applied at the rate of 2
ounces ;per 100 ponds of delinted seed is recommended. Since
it seems to be unnecessary to treat cottonseed every year, it is
very easy to become careless and thereby fail to treat the seed
for the years when it would prove invaluable. The germination
period may vary from a week to a month, depending upon the
naturenatureW the seed, coat. Southern Upland and Pima varieties tend
to hae`a more irregular emergence period than the Aealas.

It iS worthwhile to run a simple germination test on cottonseed
before planting, especially if its origin is not known. A germina-
tion test can be made by wrapping the seed in a wet burlap bag
and placing in a box equipped with an electric light bulbto sup-
ply the ,heat and a--thermometer to measure the temperature. A
chick. ,?brooder can also be used very conveniently for this pur
pose::

PLANTING DELINTED SEED

M advantages`' are obtained .from the practice of planting
delinted' seed. Among these are: (1) control of angular leaf spot;
(2) more rapid plant emergence; (3) can be planted with corn
planter plates; (4) provides for better distribution of seed; (5)
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requires less weight per acre; and (6) it is less bulky than fuzzy
seed. Since cottonseed that is not delinted requires more per
acre and the crop is delayed, seeding may be more expensive
though the cost per pound is less than for delinted seed. How-
ever, delinted seed will rot in cold ground, while an argument
in favor of planting fuzzy seed is that it is quite resistant to ex-
posure, though it is rarely used in Arizona.

SEEDING RATE
Small Southern Upland cottonseed that is acid- delinted will

average 5,000 seeds per pound. Normal acid -delinted Acala will
average about 4,000 per pound and large fuzzy seed 2,500 per
pound. Assuming one plant per foot with normal cotton row
spacing (36 to 42 inches) it requires approximately 13,000 plants
per acre, though 20,000 plants are considered better for average
conditions. A 50 per cent emergence of strong plants from de-
linted cottonseed with a germination test of 85 to 90 per cent is
considered a good field result. Thirty -three per cent emergence
is a good germination from fuzzy seed.

A seeding rate of 8 to 12 pounds of acid -delinted seed, 25 pounds
of fuzzy seed, or 16 pounds of machine delinted seed will give a
stand of cotton if other conditions are right. Seeding rates in
excess of this, unless the seed is poor or where the soil crusts
badly or alkali conditions prevail, will not aid in obtaining a
stand. The argument is often used that cottonseed is cheap, so
more may be planted as good insurance. Perhaps this might be
true; however too much dependence must not be placed on high
seeding rates to obtain a stand. This cannot be overstressed as
seed will not replace proper planting procedures. In addition, this
practice may prove expensive when cost of seed, disease hazard
to thickly spaced plants, overcrowding of seedlings, and expen-
sive thinning operations are considered.

DEPTH OF SEEDING

The depth at which the cottonseed is placed is most critical.
The nearer to the surface the seed is planted yet remain in moist
soil the better is the germination. The soil near the surface is the
warmest, hence the rate of emergence depends directly upon the
depth of the seed. Cotton is generally planted about 2 inches
deep in arid regions. Cotton has been planted 4 inches deep and
still emerged but in a weakened condition and the rate of growth
was materially retarded by the deep seeding.

Seeding tests conducted with packer -wheel and ridged -over
plantings in the same field show the former has the higher rate
of emergence though the latter method aids in holding moisture
on cloddy land and usually gives a better stand in warm ground.
Late season plantings are seeded deeper to overcome drying con-
ditions, and pressing the seed into the soil before covering will
insure a good stand. The soil covering the seed may be firm but
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not packed, as cotton will not emerge through a crust unless there
are several seedlings together.

TIME OF PLANTING
The usual practice is to plant cotton as early as the last killing

frost will allow. The earliest stand possible is preferred although
early plantings are more susceptible to adverse weather condi-
tions and a short delay may insure against replanting. Planting
dates vary from February 15th in the lowland valleys that are
frost -free to May 15th or June 1st in the higher elevations of the
state.

WATERING -UP AND REPLANTING

Failure to obtain a stand is most discouraging to a cotton farmer.
Replanting results in a late- season crop and it must be listed
deeply or irrigated to germinate the seeds. These operations add
expense, consume time, and the late crop often results in harvest-
ing losses and decreased yields. Watering -up a cotton crop is also
not desirable as weeds emerge with the cotton seedlings and can-
not be smothered with soil without covering the cotton plant.
Watering -up would be fairly successful if good emergence could
be assured but this is generally not the case. If the stand is less
than 60 per cent, replant and for better yet unsatisfactory stands,
water -up if the weather is warm and the field is not weedy;
otherwise, replant by listing into moisture.

ESSENTIALS OF GOOD PLANTER

Some care should be used in selecting and assembling the cot-
ton planter. Adjustment of the row markers, seed plates, run-
ners, openers, and covering devices, and adjustment for row
width should also be made with care. The following conclusions
have been drawn from field studies conducted with cotton plant-
ers:

1. An opener is necessary to secure penetration into moist
soil and to regulate the depth of planting. It may be a disk or
lister forced into the ground to remove the dry surface soil and
to allow the runner to follow at the desired depth of seed place-
ment.

2. A planter that has individual planting units for each row is
necessary as a four -row planter will rock sideways even on fairly
level ground, forcing one runner to penetrate deeply while the
other is resting on the surface, unless each unit is individually
suspended.

3. Weights and springs are desirable to insure penetration in
low and hard places in the field. A sled, openers, or gauge wheels
are necessary to control the depth in sandy places or for use
where the beds are high.

4. A positive coverage device to insure against drying of the
soil before the seed germinates is necessary. Packer wheels with



Plate IV.-Milled packer wheel to force seed into moist soil before cö
Bing and useful on clay soil that dries rapidly. Note weights used to forcë
planter into heavy soil

small coverin#aisks,t small shovels, or a fishtail are generally used
in the lighter soils. Large-.covering disks that place an extra fill
over the drill row, which is later raked o , can he ;used on cloddy
ground in warm areas to an advantage.

5. Good. condition, of the working parts of the'
ter and a hopper :u.l of viable sew regired.

OF PLANTING COTTON
Several methods are `used- for planting cotton, some of which

have been. briefly discussed. The foliowing methods r used
in Arizona, 'depending upon local conditions:

Listing seed consists in planting in the bottom t 'furro
imarily to contact deep moisture.
2. Capping or ridge-over method of ting is perfo

placing a dirt fill over the covered seed;
3. Packer -wheel planting is done by pressing t ' moist sc

covering the seed or pressing the seed into the soil before cure
ng.

4. Hill dropping consists of planting several seeds in each hill.
5. Precision planting by use of a special planter drops two

seeds at a specified spacing,

PACKER -WHEEL PLANTING
Cottonseeds forced into a moist, firm seedbed (Plate IV) , then

covered with loose soil, have a greater probability of growth than
if the covering is pressed against the seed (Plate V) . New types
of planters are being developed that press on the seed rather
than on the soil. This method has proved advantageous in heavy
soils which dry out rapidly; however the use of a packer wheel
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Plate V.- Lister planting in sandy soil with disk openers. This may be
done on flat or bedded land. The packer wheel firms the soil after covering.

in the moist soil presents a clogging problem. Milled wheels are
being used for this purpose.

LISTER PLANTING
Regardless of the method of irrigating, the land can be disked

flat and the seed lister planted (Plate VI) . This method appears
to be attaining more popularity with growers as it can also be

Plate VI. -A lister planter with a short stub -runner and a packer wheel.
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Plate IX. -A type of precision planter. Seed plates are a vertical po-
sition between disk openers so that they discharge seed close to the ground.

areas on heavy, cloddy soils or on very light, sandy soil. It also
aids in weed control when the cotton plants are small. The ob-
jectionable features are the slow rate of emergence and the neces-
sity of raking off the ridge with a harrow or drag.

HILL DROPPING
The results obtained from hill dropping method of planting

indicate that it is of doubtful value to Arizona growers. The ad-
ditional equipment required and excess seeds per hill are definite
disadvantages of this method of planting. Where used, it must
not drop over three to four seeds per hill, otherwise there is a
costly thinning process. There is very little choice in the early
weeding operation, as those weeds near a plant cannot be chopped
with the plant when all plants are in hills. Thus all weeds near
the hill and the excess cotton plants must be pulled individually.

PRECISION PLANTING
Precision planting is a possible method of placing the seed in

order to avoid thinning. Early models tested were especially
constructed with the seeding mechanism as part of the opener.
At high speeds the precision effect disappears, comparing with
corn plates operated at a normal rate of speed. A precision planter



'Plate X.-1'laiiter set-up showing openers arid ridging disks, mainly for
cloddy soils in ''.unì areas.

dropping two seeds 7 inches apart, used 10 pounds of
acre, therefore, it is doubtful -whether savings in seed can
tamed by this method of planting. 'A limited number of sec
precisely set presents a problem in weedy fiel

PLANTER OPENERS
There are three types:Of:openers used on cotton planters, the

shovel, the curved ritriner, anck:the disk. The runner type is used
almost xclu:sively in this state;:The shovel is designed to be used
behind a short-coupled listersand.,--may disturb the seedberl too
much.,

'1 1e edge of runners should be sharp to give goo&spene-
---tration. The keels of the runner can be built up in the shape of
a "V" to prevent loose soil from creeping under the seed and macle
narrower to conserve moisture. An experimental planter with
double-disk openers has been tested and found satisfactory for

-..:ccitton planting. This type of opener does not penetrate as readily
as the-curved runner in certain soils:,

INE DIAGRAM METHOD OF THE PLANTER ?Q:L

A level area or preferably a concreted surface may be used to
advantage for arranging the individual planter units, assembling
the units, and mounting them on the tractor. Lines drawn on the
flat surface provide a guide for setting wheels, planter sweeps
and markers. Adjustments for setting uniform :depths can be
made by measuring the clearance between openers and the plane
below. Each individual planting unit should be adjusted exactly
like all others or difficulties will occur later daring cultivating

d harvesting operations.

. ,

, . ,
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Figure 1.

WIDTH OF ROWS AND SPACING WITHIN THE ROW

Spacing the plants is not a very critical operation, though uni-
formity is desirable. Yields have been slightly increased by
planting in narrower rows, especially with the smaller growing
varieties, amounting to 5 or 10 per cent. There is a definite trend
from the use of 42 -inch rows to 36 -inch rows, though this practice
may present problems in harvesting and cultivating. It is difficult
to hand -pick a 36 -inch row or to adjust mechanical harvesters
which were designed for 38- to 42 -inch rows to this spacing.

Spacing within the row should not crowd the plants, that is, in
excess of four plants per foot. Wide spacing will lower the yield
and allow weed growth. An average of one plant per foot is con-
sidered good practice.

CULTURE AFTER PLANTING

Soil that readily loses moisture may be sealed by the use of
sled drags, inverted disks or chains. Performing this operation
after the surface is dry (a day or two after planting) prevents
excessive moisture evaporation. The planter also may be equipped
with light -drag chains which seals the surface against moisture
losses.

The field should then be left as it is if there are no weeds until
the first furrow or border irrigation and the plants are large
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Figure 2.

enough for shovel cultivation. At this time the field should be
chopped if the stand is too thick which removes emerged and pre -
emerged weeds and excess cotton plants. The chopper is followed
with a cultivator to rebuild the ridges and hill the plants. Do not
thin if there are less than four plants per foot unless the soil
usually supports rank growth.

Weedy fields having a good stand of cotton plants may be har-
rowed to an advantage especially after a rain which forms a crust.
A crusted row may also be raked with a 4 -foot log 4 inches in di-
ameter with twenty -penny nails driven in it.



Plate XI. ---Cl se -tip of an M57 planter, showing opener which penetrates
to moisture and regulates depth, runner, small covering disks and a packer
wheel, which. actscts as a gauge wheel..

Tn certain alkali land seeds do not emerge rapidly even'.ou.
placed in moist soil. A high mortality date during growth of the
seedlings is usually encountered and sometimes soil must e
flushed with water to remove the salts before the seeds will
germinate' and grow. This is one of the few exceptions where
normal `seeding rate is abandoned in favor of an increase
pounds planted per acre. Listing and planting its t ie furrow
generally done on alkali soils.

RECAUTION

Care should be taken in reversing the tractor with a planter`
ttached, "void clogging the seed boot which prevents the seed

from dropping to the soil. Ends of the rows may be planted cross-:
wise and not thinned to prevent loss of space and to ai4 in wed;
control. Tighten the seed- hopper clamps to prevent waste of seed
and check the hopper contents often to avoid "planting" withou
seed Seed hoppers and mechanisms should be checked, ,r t

larly t insure roper seedingseeding,perforrrgince..

he retention of moisture around the seed at a close pr
imity to the surface without undue packin, f cover
perative in securing good stands pt;Optton

2 . An opener devicec e o sec re Penetrati
r g ula e e t _..o f s. ee:d. i s ....ne..c es s r Y.
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3. Use of a covering device that eliminates the voids or air
spaces without undue packing is recommended

4. Positive depth control by individual units on each row,
weights for hard areas, and depth regulators for sandy areas are
also important.

5. Rate of seeding is not critical unless unusual conditions
exist, and this should not be relied upon to obtain a stand of cot-
ton unless watering -up is contemplated.

6. Replanting with a lister planter is preferred to watering-up,
as weeds are hard to control and stands are not uniform.

7. Difficulty in planting is associated with extreme soil types.
8. Narrower row and plant spacing is indicated with smaller

growing varieties than with large varieties such as Acala 28 or
Egyptian cottons.

9. Precision planting with cotton is of doubtful value if ex-
cessive rates of seeding are not used with corn plates.

10. Soil type will largely affect one's choice of a cotton planter.
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